Genetic Testing Helps Determine Your Risk for Prostate Cancer

**Prostate cancer is a highly inheritable disease** with large disparities of incidence rates across different racial groups. It occurs when genetic changes cause cancerous cells to develop in the prostate. Genetic tests can detect these changes and inform an individual about their risk of cancer. Genetic testing or screening is a process that allows one to look at these genetic changes. It involves sending blood or saliva samples to a specialized lab for analysis. Once these results are returned, one can discuss the findings with their doctor or genetic counselor.

Because testing for the genetic changes can help pick out men at high risk of prostate cancer, genetic testing could be of **benefit to Black men** and other high-risk men (i.e., family history, Ashkenazi Jews). Research conducted by Dr. Chris Haiman, Professor of Preventive Medicine at the Keck School of Medicine of USC, and his team, not only confirmed that genetic changes are associated with an increased risk of developing prostate cancer, and these changes were more prominent in Black men.

To learn more about clinical studies, which incorporate genetic testing, please review the studies below and join our upcoming webinar:

- **Amplitude**: This clinical trial uses genetic testing to identify an eligible metastatic prostate cancer patient population who will clinically benefit from combination treatment compared to the standard prostate cancer therapy.

- **Promise**: This Prostate Cancer Registry seeks to study prostate cancer patients with inherited gene mutations. In doing so, they may learn more about the role genes play in improving outcomes for prostate cancer patients.
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